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ARTICLE SUMMARY

Objective: To track changes in interferon (IFN) production in healthy individuals to shed light on the effect these changes have on the course of healthy ageing.

Design: Study is based on data that were collected over 24 years from a cohort of individuals whose IFN-α production was quantified as a part of their annual routine health check-up.

Setting: All individuals in this study underwent regular health check-ups at Louis Pasteur Center for Medical Research.

Participants: 295 healthy individuals (159 males and 136 females) without a history of cancer, autoimmune diseases and hepatitis C virus (HCV) whose IFN-α production was quantified for more than five times during the periodical log transformed IFN-α values (y) were plotted versus age (x) and fitted to linear (y=mx+n) and quadratic formula (y=ax²+bx+c) expressions to reveal changes in the IFN-α production in these healthy individuals.

Main outcome measures: HVJ stimulated IFN-α production was quantified. Healthy individual’s periodical log transformed IFN-α values (y) were plotted versus age (x) and fitted to linear (y=mx+n) and quadratic formula (y=ax²+bx+c) expressions to reveal changes in the IFN-α production in these healthy individuals.

Results: The linear expression showed that log (IFN-α) had a slight tendency to decline (3% over 10 years). However, the quadratic formula analysis showed the quadratic expression to be more positive than negative (a concave U-shaped pattern) which means that individuals once declining IFN production recovered as they aged.

Conclusions: Although we observed a marginal decline in IFN-α production, we also observed that IFN production recovered even in individuals in their mid50s to early 60s. These results combined with our previous cross-sectional studies of patients with various diseases suggest that in healthy individuals, the impairment of IFN production is triggered more by the onset of disease (notwithstanding the cause) rather than by ageing.

INTRODUCTION

There are many reports showing an age-related decline in immunity as humans get older. Ageing of the immune system leads to immunological susceptibility leading to infection, autoimmunity and malignancy, which may increase hospitalisation and mortality among the elders.1–5 It is well known that immune ageing is more severe in the acquired immune system than in the innate immune system.4–8 Some researchers have reported a significant decline in various aspects of the innate system such as decrease of phagocytosis, alteration of cellular migration, changes in innate immunity-related cell...
population and numbers, impaired cytokine production and phenotypic as well as functional changes. Other researchers disagree however, and have reported only a marginal decline in innate immunity. On the contrary, it is widely agreed upon that the aspect of acquired immunity, such as the production of specific antibodies and naïve T and B cells number, decreases drastically with age.

The human type I interferon (IFN) system performs basic host-defence functions, such as infection prevention and cancer immunological surveillance, it also promotes dendritic cell maturation thereby leading to specified T-helper cell differentiation. As a result of the multitude of roles it plays, the IFN system is important to the human innate and acquired immune systems. It comes as no surprise therefore that patients with type I IFN response deficiency (eg, stat $I$, TYK2 gene mutation) or type I IFN production deficiency (eg, UNC93B1 gene mutation) are highly susceptible to infection.

At our research centre, we established a unique IFN production test to analyse and explore the importance of the IFN system in humans. In order to achieve this, an immunological test in the form of IFN quantitation is conducted for all individuals (diseased and healthy) who undergo routine health check-ups at our research centre from 1987 to present. To shed light on the relationship between changes in IFN production and ageing, we took data from the aforementioned database, applied various selection criteria and performed a comprehensive data analysis.

Maintaining a high immune ability is important to ensure healthy ageing. Therefore, the rational of this research was to observe long-term IFN production in a cohort of individuals as this is a good parameter to gain insights into the immune ability and the health status of individuals. If, through this and other research, it is determined that a reduction occurs even in healthy ageing then no medical intervention is required for individuals whose IFN production decreases with age. However, if it is ascertained that a decreased IFN production is not a function of healthy ageing, then the cause and an appropriate treatment or life style changes need to be undertaken.

In a previous paper focusing on patients with various diseases, we demonstrated that irrespective of their age, patients with lung cancer, diabetes, myelodysplastic syndrome, advanced immunoglobulin A (IgA) nephritis, HIV and HCV have impaired IFN-$\alpha$ production. In addition, based on records from a 17-year follow-up study (data are a part of the 24-year database), a comparison of age-matched healthy individuals and HCV patients revealed that impairment of IFN-$\alpha$ production was likely linked to an increase in the cancer risk. Furthermore, we also showed that IFN-$\alpha$ production decline was not only evident in lung cancer and HCV patients but also evident in patients who developed diabetes mellitus. Therefore, based on these previous results, we have understood that in spite of the cause (infectious disease, cancer, metabolic disease and nephritis), many kinds of diseases impair IFN-$\alpha$ production and that IFN dysfunction leads to a higher risk of infectious diseases and cancer development.

Longitudinal studies are logistically and financially difficult, especially those involving long-term observation of immune response. As a result, only a few have been reported including the Swedish OCTO, NOVA-immune, Baltimore and Hisayama studies, all of which seem to continue to yield exciting data. Many researchers have analysed healthy ageing using cross-sectional studies involving a comparison of young and elderly individuals; this method however can yield biased data. Elements that affect healthy ageing such as difference in genetics, natural environment, eating habits and other lifestyle choices are not considered in cross-sectional studies. As a result, cross-sectional studies offer only a limited understanding of healthy ageing. To overcome this limitation we performed a longitudinal study which offers superior results. In this study, our aim was to determine the immune/age relationship in healthy individuals. We believe that results from prior cross-sectional studies are insufficient to prove the well-known belief that ageing negatively affects immune ability. For these reasons, we opted to support our theory with data obtained retrospectively from our 24-year database. In this paper, we will shed light on the changes in IFN production in the course of healthy ageing and consider the effects of disease development on the IFN system.

**METHODS**

**Study population**

Medical records were obtained for 2387 individuals who underwent health check-ups at Louis Pasteur Center for Medical Research from January 1987 to December 2010. Individuals’ records included data on their IFN-$\alpha$ production values in addition to their results from routine laboratory blood tests. These individuals consisting of healthy individuals and those with various diseases had on average two visits per year per person with a combined total of 9480 recorded visits. Blood samples were taken from individuals after obtaining written informed consent. All individuals are long-term club members who support the research of Louis Pasteur Center for Medical Research.

**Statistical analysis**

A primary analysis was conducted using the IFN-$\alpha$ production values for 2387 individuals. From this cohort, 295 individuals were selected; each satisfied the following conditions: (1) their IFN-$\alpha$ production was quantified more than five times and (2) they had no history of cancer, autoimmune or chronic infectious diseases. Their periodical log transformed IFN-$\alpha$ values ($y$) were plotted versus age ($x$) and then fitted to linear ($y=mx+n$) and
quadratic formula \((y=ax^2+bx+c)\) expressions as shown in figure 1. Regression analyses were performed using the SAS statistical software package V.8.2 (SAS Institute Inc, North Carolina, USA).

The results of the primary analysis revealed that when IFN-\(\alpha\) production was measured more than 25 times, the resulting values showed an overall tendency to stabilise as shown in figure 2. A subzero tendency in the linear expression and a plus tendency in the quadratic expression clearly emerged from the data points. Therefore, from the group of 295 healthy individuals, we selected 33 (designated as long-term monitored (LT) individuals) whose IFN-\(\alpha\) production was quantified more than 25 times. We then analysed the data using a mixed model analysis with the statistical software R. A diagram of the selection process is shown in figure 3.

Measurement of IFN production in whole blood

The method for quantifying IFN-\(\alpha\) production in whole human blood has been described previously.\textsuperscript{22} Briefly, heparinised peripheral blood samples were used within 8 h of IFN induction. Samples were cultured with Sendai virus (HVJ) and incubated at 37°C for 20 h. Supernatants were harvested and IFN-\(\alpha\) activity in the supernatants was determined by bioassay (using FL cells and Sindbis virus) following which we determined the titer value. IFN titre was standardised to WHO international reference IFN-\(\alpha\) MRC 69/19B, 95/568 and we later used Japanese standard interferon-\(\alpha\) (J501) from 2005. These were standardised using international standard 95/574 over the period of the study.

RESULTS

Primary analysis

The log-transformed value of each individual’s periodical IFN-\(\alpha\) values \((y)\) was plotted versus age \((x)\) and fitted to (1) a linear expression \((y=mx+n)\) and (2) quadratic formula \((y=ax^2+bx+c)\), as shown in figure 1. These individuals’ IFN-\(\alpha\) production was quantified for 9.2±0.2 years and 13.4±0.5 times (mean±SE).

As shown in figure 2A,B, the coefficient \(m\) values of the linear expression showed that more individuals displayed declining IFN production when IFN was quantified more than 25 times. The coefficient of each IFN measurement frequency level showed a negative value, suggesting a declining trend.

On the contrary, the results of the quadratic formula analysis showed that the population mean of the coefficient \(a\) of the quadratic expression was more positive than negative (figure 2C,D). More frequent quantification of individuals’ IFN production resulted in a clear concave U shape, which means that individuals’ once declining IFN production recovered as they aged. There
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Selection method for subjects

Data base of a total of 9480 recorded visits logged by 2387 subjects whose IFN-α production and health check test were compiled over 24 years (from 1987 to 2010) at Louis Pasteur Center for Medical Research.

Healthy subjects
Subjects without a history of cancer, autoimmune diseases and HCV were selected from the above group.

From the above group, subjects whose IFN-α production was quantified more than 5 times were selected: n=295 (Male:159, Female:136)

Finally, subjects whose IFN-α production was quantified more than 25 times (regularly once or twice a year) were selected, and analyzed using mixed model: n=53 (Male:29, Female:24)

Figure 3 Selection process for individuals.

were no observable differences between male and female IFN production tendencies (data not shown).

Mixed model analysis
The results of the primary analysis revealed that after 25 measurements, IFN production showed an overall tendency to stabilise. We therefore selected 33 LT healthy individuals whose IFN production was measured more than 25 times for the mixed model analysis (male: n=29, female: n=4). These 33 LT healthy individuals had their IFN production quantified once or twice a year consistently for more than 15 years (mean±SD; 17.84±0.37 years, 34.09±0.87 years) (see online supplementary figure S1). As shown in table 1A, the results of the linear expression fitting showed that IFN production in LT healthy individuals showed a slight but statistically significant, tendency to decline (p=0.045, table 1). The population mean of the coefficient of the linear expression value was −0.003, indicating that the log(IFN-α value) declined 3% over 10 years (10–25% of actual value).

With regard to the quadratic formula analysis of LT healthy individuals, results showed that the population mean of the coefficient a of the quadratic expression was positive (a concave U-shaped pattern), revealing that LT individuals’ once declining IFN production recovered as they aged (this was statistically significant, p=0.0107, table 1). The age distribution of the lowest IFN-α production values falls between 55 and 65 years (figure 4).

DISCUSSION
In our 24-year longitudinal study, a mixed model analysis of the linear expression revealed that log(IFN-α, which is the body’s basic immune-defence ability, marginally declined 3% over 10 years even in healthy individuals. This means for example that an original IFN-α value of 10 000 or 5802 IU/ml declined to 7585 and 4473 IU/ml, respectively, over 10 years. This decline in IFN production was approximately half of what we anticipated. This may be because the individuals enrolled were determined healthy based on blood tests that ruled out the possibility of cancer and other chronic diseases. Surprisingly, the results of the quadratic formula analysis showed that the population mean of the coefficient a of the quadratic expression was positive (a concave U-shaped pattern), which means that individuals’ once declining IFN production recovered as they aged. This strongly suggests that IFN-α production can increase after a decline even in individuals who are in their mid-50s or early 60s.

There are no known studies about the effect of ageing on the IFN system, however one report has suggested that the number of plasmacytoid cells which are the main producers of IFN-α is significantly low in the aged.31 On the contrary, another report has stated that the number of myeloid dendritic cells (DCs) declined in the aged but plasmacytoid DC in the peripheral blood showed no significant decline in elderly individuals.10 Unlike innate immunity where there are opposing views, there is a general consensus among researchers that there is a severe decline in acquired immunity, such as naïve T cell number and naïve B cell number, antibody response and vaccination efficacy.4 6 In innate immunity a severe decline is appropriately half to two-thirds of original function, while for acquired immunity, a severe decline is generally as much as a nine-tenth drop in the immune function.

As was previously stated, the results of the quadratic formula analysis of LT healthy individuals showed that the population mean of the coefficient a of the quadratic expression was positive (a concave U-shaped pattern), which means that LT individuals’ once declining IFN production recovered as they aged. This finding is very significant since it is widely believed that immune ageing can only be reversed if the disease that caused the decline in immune ability is successfully treated. In our previous paper, we demonstrated that recovery from lung tuberculosis or successful anti-HIV therapy increased the IFN-α production22 (partially unpublished data). Although it has been reported that several cytokines show increased production in the aged these tend to be

Table 1 Results of mixed model analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Degree of freedom</th>
<th>t Value</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: The results of linear expression analysis</td>
<td>x: age</td>
<td>m: −0.003</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>1091</td>
<td>−2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: The results of quadratic formula analysis</td>
<td>x²: age</td>
<td>a: 0.00026</td>
<td>0.000102</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

immunosuppressive or inflammatory cytokines. Thus, while many responses in the innate immune system diminish with age, there is substantial evidence of age-associated hyper-reactivity of innate immunity as well.

We observed that the lowest IFN-α production occurred when individuals were between 55 and 65 years old. Why is IFN-α production lowest at this age? The vast majority of the individuals in this study are middle class business executives or self-employed individuals who are particularly health conscious and therefore visit our Institute twice a year for health check-ups. In Japan, the average retirement age falls between 60 and 65 years and we surmise that this important milestone may be the cause of increased stress and anxiety resulting in a drop in the IFN-α production. The Japanese Ohsaki study which comprised of about 50,000 adults aged 40 years or older residing in Ohsaki City, Miyagi Prefecture, demonstrated that psychological distress levels (using the K6, a six-item instrument that assesses non-specific psychological distress developed by Kessler) showed a clear U-shaped curve, with lowest stress levels occurring at age 60-69 years. Our study mirrors this result; lowest IFN-α production occurred between the ages of 55 and 65 and a recovery, which we have linked to reduce stress levels began within this period. While most reports showing improved health after retirement are dated, a recent report has suggested that a reduction in prior job strain after retirement may result in improved health especially for some individuals who had stressful jobs. Furthermore, a study using the French GAZEL occupational cohort also concluded that retirement was associated with a substantial reduction in mental and physical fatigue as well as depressive symptoms.

This is the first known study using a longitudinal approach to demonstrate that IFN-α production ability can recover in middle-aged persons. We find these results encouraging, since they suggest that if an average healthy person experienced a decline in the IFN-α production, recovery is possible with a change in the lifestyle that includes a significant reduction in stress.

Our previously reported results showed that patients with lung cancer, diabetes, myelodysplastic syndrome, advanced IgA nephritis, HIV and HCV irrespective of the cause of the disease showed impaired IFN-α production. In addition, we showed that IFN-α production declined gradually, not only with the development of HCV, but also with an increase in the plasma blood sugar level. These findings combined with our present results support our conclusion that severe IFN dysfunction is not derived from ageing, but from the onset of various types of diseases (infectious disease, cancer, metabolic disease and nephritis). Based on these findings, we propose periodic assessment and quantification of IFN-α production to discover changes in the IFN system, in order to determine if individuals are ageing healthily, susceptible to disease or are in the early stage of the onset of a disease. Using this information, treatment or changes in the lifestyle can be recommended which may lead to a recovery in the IFN-α production and an improvement in an individual’s health.

Strengths and limitations

One of the main strengths of this report lies in the fact that it is a 24-year longitudinal study versus a cross-sectional study. The limitations of cross-sectional surveys are that they provide data only for a specific or single point in time and are unable therefore to reveal any meaningful change in the sample from year to year. Since a study about ageing needs to track the changes in a population over time, a cross-sectional survey would not accurately reflect the actual status. On the contrary, longitudinal studies are designed to trace changes in a given population over a period of time and therefore trends can be observed by comparing the data obtained in separate years. Our longitudinal study allowed us to repeatedly measure the same population over 24 years thereby giving more reliable data.

Although at 33, our sample is somewhat small, the same results could be seen in our sample of 295 individuals whose IFN was quantified more than five times (mean 9.2±0.2 years and mean 13.4±0.5 times). Another limitation is that although we presumed that pre-retirement stress was the reason for individuals’ lowest IFN-α production occurring between 55 and 65 years old, we have no hard data to show a causal relationship. We therefore relied on the findings of prior reports, and our knowledge that retirees in that age group are usually senior managers with responsibilities that entail a great deal of stress. This may partly explain why IFN-α production recovered when individuals were between the ages of 60 and 65, which reflect the period after individuals had retired.

Future direction/further research

In this report, only healthy individuals were analysed. We also possess data for cancer individuals who had...
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treatments following their IFN test or who were diagnosed with cancer during the period that their IFN was being quantified. We believe that further analysis is likely to reveal the IFN-α production pattern that differs in healthy individuals and individuals with diseases.
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